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II.  COFIUANCING  PROJECTS  WITH  NGOs 
1.  Cofi~~~ing_proced~~ 
' 
'.1. 
.  1.1 Cofinancing actually started after the Council  (Development)  meeting on 
8 April  1976  referred to  above. 
The  procedures  followed  are based on  the  General  Conditions  for cofinanc-
ing contracts,  which,  it  .should  be  rememered,  had  been  prepared in 
cooperation with  representatives  of NGOs  and  of the government  bodies 
of the Member  States that  had  experience in the matter,  before being 
examined  by  the Council. 
Extensive information on  these  procedures  was  then sent to  NGOs  of  the nine 
Member  States. 
The  General. Conditione  determine the criteria for selecting the  NGOs  'and 
the projects,  and  l~y down  that,  as  an  initial experiment;  the  Community's 
fina."lcial  contribution may  amount  to  5o%  of the  cost of the projects 
presented by  the  NGOs.  It may  not  exceed  loo  ooo  u.a.  per project. 
1.2 The  NGOs  reacted very positively to t'he  cofinancing opportunities offered 
to them.  In less than eight  months, ·they submitted  a  total of 121  projects, 
94  of which  were  admissible  and  registered on  the basis of the General 
Conditions under the 1976  budget.  Of the 94  projects reBfstered, 
76  projects presented by  33  NGOs  from  eight  Member  States were  approved, 
for  a total  amount  of 2  5oo  ooo  u.a.,  i.e.,  for the entire appropriation 
allocated  •  ·  · 
Since  the  applications  su1)mi tted by  the lfGOs  exceed the available  appro-
priations,  certain projects will be taken into consideration under the 
1977  budget  ;  these  include the Danish  applications which were  submitted 
late and  in the  form  of draft projects. 
1.3 Cofina.ncing contracts have  been  drawn  up  for 46  of the 76  projects  approved, 
and  these 46  have  been  wholly or partially paid for,  the total sum .being 
785  8o5  u.a. The  payment  procedures will be  carried out  in the normal  way 
during 1977. 
1.4 Among  the  121  projects submitted by the NGOs,  only twelve  were  inadmissible 
owing to their falure to conform to the General  Conditions.  Some  were  . 
amended  accordingly or withdrawn  by the NGOs,  which  have  shown  a  clear 
grasp of the spirit and  letter of the General  Conditions. 
Another fifteen projects,  which  were  not  registered in .1976  owing to  lack 
of appropriations,  were  carried over to 1977. 
2.  ~!:!YS~!!_£f_!~;:_E;::oje~!~ 
A detailed analysis of the projects is to be  found  in the five tables 
attached to this Communication.  This  analysis confirms  the trends. described 
in the abovementioned  Interim Report  and  calls.for the following comments  : 
1  The  94  projects  can be broken  doWn  as  follows 
- 76  projects  approved 
...  3 withdrawn  by the  NGO 
. 5  ;.ri.thdrawn  after appraisal 
- . 2  in abeyance 
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2.1 The content  of the projects reflects the. di  ver;si ty of both the  ne~ds of 
the  d-eveloping countries  and  the  EUropean  NGOs~ 
The  financial  assistance· requested varies  from  78o  to  lao  ooo  u.a.  and 
. is intended for projects ranging from the ·purchase ·of small  items  of 
auxiliary equipJUent  to  integrated rural development  projects  compn sing 
p~oduction, training and  social infrastructure in the  context  of  agri..:. 
cultural  cooperatives.· 
The  recipients  are often the least  favoured  rural  communities  and  more 
rarely the  neglected urban  areas within and  around  large  towns.  These 
people  actively participate in the implementation  and  administration of 
the  projects involving them,  if not  in their actual  conception. 
2.2 The  recipient  countries are situated in all the  developing regions  of the 
world.  Experience has  shown  that  any developing country  ma.v  have  access 
to cofinancing under the conditions at  present  laid down,  and  this ex-
perience  ma,y  be  reinforced with regard to potential  reci}ients  in the  future. 
2.3  The  European  NGOs  which  participated in  cofinancing in 1976  represent 
different philosophical,  political or social tendencies;  they also vary 
widely  in size,  as  regards their operating b14dget,  the  geograi.lhical  area 
which they  cover or the diversity of their actions. 
This means  that  the  prime  importance  attached to the  quality of the projects · 
under  the  approvc:..l  procedures  makes  it possible  to  give  access  to NGOs  and 
to select projects on  a  perfectly objective basis;  the  General  Conditions 
are therefore satisfactory from that point  of view. 
2.4 The  analysis of this first year's  experience  also  confirms  c'ertain 
omissions  and  shortcomings in the General  Conditions  already  ~eferred to 
in the  abovementioned  Interim  Report  :  the main  such failings  may  be 
described as  follows  : 
~the l:i.m:i.tation  in principle  of the  Community  contribution to  5o  ';~  of the 
total cost  o;f  the project is one  of the  main  reasons  for which  a  b.rge 
number of the  76  approved projects  are  on  a  small  scale,  the  financial 
contribution requested  from  the  Community bei!1g less than  3o  ooo u.a. 
The  need  for a  relatively high contribution  from  their own  funds  presents 
the European  NGOs  with a  ·problem  and this has  often made  l t  imp9ssi ble 
fqr them  to  submit  larger-scale projects,  which  are  often the  most 
worthwhile. 
- the  pres~nt budgetary rules  prevent  the Community  from  entering into 
commitments  regarding NOO  multi-annual projects. 
-the Community  contributes towards the financing of "volunteers" only  , 
for carrying out  projects in situ in the  recipient countries.  This  means· 
for example,  that  the costs relating to volunteers  have to be  borne  ' 
entirely by the  NOO  where it is a matter·of training them in Europe,  etc. 
These matters will be·.deai  t  with in section  J~ 
''·• 
~·  . ~. 
'  '  . 
j  ·. 
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3.  Improvement  of the  GeneraJ'-Condi tiona in 1977 
'l'he  Commission  services discussed "the  abovementioned  shortcomings  and  omissions 
on  several occasions  "Vri th the Council,  experts  from  the  M~mber -States' 
. Governments' responsible for relations with the NGOs,  and the NGOs  th~~selves. 
It was  seen that there was  no  divergence of opinion  as to _the  advisalili  ty: of 
improving the  rules in force  in 1977,  in particular with  regard to  ~he follow-
ing points  : 
3.1  The  Community  contribution may  cover up to 75%  of the total cost of the 
projects under certain conditions,  namely 
-projects of undeniable  merit,  which  the  NGO  shows  to be impossible to 
implement  without  a  Community contribution of 75%  ; 
- projects which.must  be  implemented under particularly difficult conditions; 
...,  projects for which the possibilities of  a  local contribution  ar~ minimal,, 
in particular in the poorest  countries. 
In  exceptional  cases,  the Communi t.v  can  also  make  use of the possibility of 
cofinancing with the  Government  of a  Member  State or .with  an  international 
organization or of Community  financing in order to cover almost  all the 
cost  of a  project  for  which  the responsible  NGO  w0uld  not  have  own 
resources. 
I 
3.2 A. contribution towards  the costs relating to volunteers may  also 'be 
aecided upon, on  a  case by  case basis  and  as  part of operational projects. 
These  costs  could cover for example,  the posting  of volunteers  and 
their training in Europe  or elsewhere,  in conjunction with  projects~ The·: 
·training of volunteers is becoming increasingly important  in the context· of 
i;he  implementation of projects.other than charity projects.  It is understood 
moreover,  that this is not  another method  of financing trainees or scholar-·' 
ship-holders outside the  existingoperating framework.  However,  it should 
be noted in "\;his  respect that the  Commission will not  be  able in the 
immediate  future to provide  assistance for volunteer programmes  as  such; 
relating to  the selection and  assignment  of volunteers  and  the.terms  of· 
their contracts.  In most  of the Member  s·tates,  these  programmes  are the 
subject of special legal provisions touching on  employme}'lt,  social security 
e.nd  expatriation. A preliminary .examination must  be made  of the possibility 
of coordinating these provisions at  Community  level. 
The  improvements  described above  are simply the extension, at  Community  level, 
of provis~ons which,  at national level,  the Member  States'  Oove·rnments  - as 
in most  other industrialized co_untries  - are already successfully appl;Ying. 
4.  Other prospects  for improving the cofinancing system  ----------------------- --
4.1  For the  reasons described  above,  it is desirable for the  Community to take 
part  in the  multi-annual projects  and  programmes  organized by  the  NGOs 
which' are  among  the  most  worthwhile  from  the  point  of view of profitability. 
Ho-vTever,  under the  Community's  present  budgetary rules,  it 'cannot  commit 
itself other than  on  an  annual basis.  For that  reason,  the Commission had  ' 
proposed,  in the 1977  draft budget,  that a distinction should be drawn 
between  appropriations for commitment  and  appropriations for  p~ent so 
that  a  given 1)Udgetary  commitment  could be  honoured  over a  period of two 
of three years.  ·  · 
-1; 
:!  ··~~ 
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A  satisfactory so'·lution  may.  be· ·:round·ito  the. problem .:if;  "J;pE~h,C9unc.U  :takes 
·'  '
1 
••  .:  .  :a,;d~q~s.ion to.: t~~f  effect ·under.)ha;.· ~9T~  }~d¢et •.  , ·  ;~·: :.  ,,. ·_:·:  ...  · 
4  .• 2<lli~·-.c-om~i·i~i-op  'se';..v(p~s. ~e. aierl  .. to t'h'~'  ·pi:)ss\bi)'~~~-e.s 'whib_h  ma_y  arise in 
,, ...  th.e  future  for hhlJ.ng cei--tain  NGO  measures  for which the  Community  provides 
;· .assistan,ce with other, Comrrnmity  pleasu,r~s. (food  aid ."':  EDF  - other specific 
or' ~pecial meailures  )'~'  ·,  ,•  .  ·..  :.- .·  . '  .  :· . .  ''  '..  ' 
Such possibilities may  arise  from  the  complementary pai(ure  of measures 
taken by the NGOs  with regard to rue,_a.sures  taken  'bY· government ·authorities. 
;;  '•  ~  :  ~.  •  ••  '  '  :  :- :  '  -.{~ •  •,'  •  :  •  • •  ,·  •,!•  :  A•  •  •  0  '  \  •.  i<  '  •  • 
.,,,,·  ~:·~;  .:<r:n .:t:hi s :re'spect·. {t  'may· be: recalled<that, ·for·: the :-fir.st ,time in· 1976, 
~;  . ,  .. ·: :  -;l;he·~cominunity- food  aid· progtaninie·  r.eser.:v:ed:,·  ..  under  spec~:a~ -~gnditions, .a 
'  !'·. -,·.·.quota···of  12 :ooo.  t ... of :skimmed. milk .powder. ;for. NOO,e  Qf  .the._n~ne Meii!btr  Sta:tt~t:S 
which distribute such  aid.  The  Cha±,_rman  of  .. :the :NGP·  Liaison.  Committeei acts 
as  intermediary between the Commission  and the  NGOs  concerned in operations 
'····  ·  r.e'1a.ting to -this  ::aid  •.  ·-:.·-~  - ;. ..  :.  '  . :  ,. · .:.,~.;·  ,.<·. 
4.3 Furthermore,  this complementary  aspect is already seen in certain NCO 
:.projects. cofinanced by. the: Cornrm.inity, ·.with, regard· to :-which ·the interest 
1"·  .••.  ·,  ·even:·the. ini'tiative -:of··the  governments  of.the.--recipient .countries ·is 
;:,·. 
,,  '  .  ~." 
. · obviou_s .. :'.In.,this  context :,it .may-:ther.efore ·.,be ..  confi·rmed ·that there ,are . , 
·increasing prospects for triangular collaboration. between; NGOst.  ..  ·,,. 
Governments  and  the  Community • 
..... .  .  .--_: ·  ..••  !  ·:.  .  ~-'  .: .• \  .;  .  . ·.  ',j:  ':  ; J •  r'. :;  ~  ' 
····  ;-_ ·  ·4."4. At· the' pre·sent, stage;· the  Community:undertakes  cof·inancing qnly-·through 
:) Naos:· .'which."are -concerned  wi.th ·de.velopment  :cooperation.·~and 'are.,of...European 
··  .o.:dgin,d .e.,: e.stablished ·.in  the Member  State_s; ·.thi-s  I>I'Ocedure  ..  w9uld:·  ~e~ll'l  to 
·  .. provide. :the· rbest! guarantees· :of .  effectiveness 'for this• :new  form of icontri  b-
•!',;-; :<'-:uti'  on.  t ow'ards .  ;deve  loprilent  ·•' "An ··  examtna:t~ion  (Should,  however,.  be  made  in'  'the 
future  of the  extent  to  which -'other•.specif~.:cd!JU:ropea:il NGOs,.  such ;as !traJ..'l.e 
or yo,xth  organizations,  could be  involved in these operations. 
-~?:~) ...  ·  ...  v.  ::. ·-f:;  :.  .  - .. :.  •  :  :·  :' _.,  ...  ·· .... .  ·L~:  :- :\ ·....  . ,!  ••• 
-...  :,  Furtheruiore;, ij;. has  emerged •.that 'Europ'ean• NGOs· ·themselves  have  working J.inks 
;~ r  •:: "wi.th'.•.ei ther>·the.;large· inten1ati'onar NdOs ·or.:::wit'h  the =national  NCOs .-rn·:the 
developing countrie·s  irf which 1they· 'operat:e,: or: With :NGOs  in other  ·· 
industrialized countries.  These  overlaps  cannot  but  contribute  towards  the 
growing effectiveness of the  measures undertaken by the NGOs,  without 
.•:·~::lll&:Ki~g them-·. ~9s~·  ~tl'£e1ir:;~i:~P.ean'.  c:.P,af~c~ert''  ~:<:.  :·:;  ··:  __  ~·· ·- ::·.' :,  ·: ·"·· 
'·-
·:.··.: .I:t  sh~uld_ ~.~  ...  ~o,J.ed,_,  ~  ow~Yfll  '::  th;a~ .  th_e,:no!l:-Cp~ity  __ NGOs:  a:re .seeking m9re 
... :  ... and  more  to esta.plish  .. direct .cont.ac·ts  wi.th. the  Community· with regard to 
v::3:  -·_;::·cofill.~f.~r_g_~'··::;.i"  ····~·:.···:·,, ..  ·;.:·,:.:.  ;,.>:  .~  -·:,~_.:.:  ·  .. :_,·  ..  ·,  .. ,  · 
5.  Involvement  of the  authorities of the recipient  count'ri'es  --------------------------------------------
'5:~1::··.Tii~' ~aok ila,y·e·  ~:O~~~~ve·Si:.
1thi'i:>.i;yi:~j_'~h. ~6nt~i'li·~a.··,in  ··the  .'aen~rai. condi tlons 
,·'):o · whicl1.  st~t~e.s.  t'h-~t  t~~.-P~9j.ec:t~··:~\lb~i-~te<f ra/ c~ri~~~-ihi.  mus~.  be  ·.approy,ed 
. ''  by 'th-~{·relev'ant autho'ht'ies'·J.'n  tli~ -r-ecfpi.·enf. 'c~imtries·~  Thi.s  does not  mean 
:  .. :':.-...  :-~~~_at<t_P.~~· $~~~%9t'~.in _que-s.t.f9n.  a~e~:~utomat'i~aily·p~t-.b~fore ·~he ,Gq.vernments 
.·I:' of the> c'ouni'rfe~ 'concerned' or' the'i r  d:i.'pic)mahc  mi'ssioris ''acc-redited 'to the 
Community,  particularly if they are fairly minor projects. 
For this reason,  the Commission  intends to  transmit. a  copy  o~ this report 
for  information purposes to the missions  of the rec_ipierit  coimt'ries in. 
:·'=  Brussels:,~ and>to\,the·:  ACP  ·se2te·t~iat  •.  :;:.;;;:.  ,,  ·  ._..  :-.;·"·· ..  ·  ·  ·  · · 
;  •  •• :  ~  •  •.  ~ 1  .- - •  '.'  ;• _.:__ ___________________  --;--------:-~  ··---~·····-~'£"""· --
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6. ·supervision and  evaluation of the  cofinanced ~J.~  ------------------------
The  first payments  of the Community  contributions were  made  in August  1976. 
The  NGOs  concerned  are  required to submit  their implementation report, 
covering the  accounts six months  after the  payments,  i.e.,  from  February 1977. 
The  procedures  for supervising and  evaluating the projects can thus be 
initiated at that time. 
III. DEVELOPMENT  EDUCATION 
In the context  of the Community's  relations with the NGOs,  the CommiSSion  has 
already discovered a  particular problem  ~regards collaboration with the  NGOs 
which  specialize in Developcent  Education.  In addition to carrying out  projects 
in developing countries,  a  number  of major NGOs  pla_y  an  active  pa..-t  in awakening . 
public opinion with regard to development. 
The  NGOs  ~rge that the  Community  should contribute towards  such efforts.  Some  of 
them  already  collaborate with the Commission  in the information field. 
Education activities assume  an  important  dimension in the  context of the develop-
ment  of relations between  industrialized countries  and  developing countries,  and 
the increasing efforts being made  as  a result within the Community,  involving 
all economic  and  social circles. 
Consequently,  the  Commission  intends to  purs~1e the dialogue with the  NGOs  on 
this matter,  and  to hold a  special seminar on  it in the next  few  months,  taking 
into account the  Council's  (Development)  concern with the posai  bili  ties of  . 
going beyond  and  supplementing the usual  methods  of informing the public  and 
also the  favourable  attitude recently indicated by the Council  and  at the 
abovementioned meeting with the representatives of the Member  States'  Govern-
ments  responsible for relations with the NGOs. 
The  Commission 'a objective  wi 11  therefore be to find methods  of  oollaboratio~ 
based on  compromise  between,  on  the one  hand,  the  autonomy  and  the diversity 
of the  NC~s and,  on.the other hand,  the  Europeanpditical trend,  and  to study in 
depth the possibilities for cofinancing in this sphere. 
IV.  .QQQ.illlJNATION  OF  RELATIONS  WITH  THE  NGOs  AND  THE  FUNCTIONING  OF  THE  LIAISON 
.QOMMI'I"i'EE 
1 
1.  In order to maintain close relations with the NGOs,  to  review at regular 
intervals the objectives  and  methods  of collaboration and  to enable the  NGOs  to 
express their views directly on  the guidelines  adopted,  the Commission  organizes 
an  annual  NGO  Assembly.  · 
About  fifty NGO  representatives are invited to this Assembly  on  the basis of 
their personal experience,  and  having regard to the balance required  bet~een 
various tendencies  and  nationalities.  The  work  of the meeting relates to all 
·the matters  concerning the  NGOs  :  cofinancing,  eduoati on,  volunteers,  food  aid; 
the results of the work being circulated to the.NOOs  in the Member  States. 
See  the  abovementioned  Interim Report  by the Commis.sion  - Working paper  SEC  287o 
of 19  July 1976  (S/1252/76) .j 
.~ 
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2. At  the  Assembly held in January 1976,  the NGOs  set up  an  ad:  hoc  Liaison  Committee 
mad:! up  of twelve  people  and reaponsi  ble for facilitating contacis with the 
Commission  and  among  themselves  ..  This  Committee  met  several times  and  has 
proved  a  useful  innovation. The  Commission  shouid therefore support this 
ConiDli ttee in its diverse  and  intricate coordination work. 
The  Committee  was  renewed  at the  Assembly of 19-21 January  1977.  'rhe  Secretariat 
of this Committee  presents  a  particular problem.  Since the Committee  il'!  made 
up  on  a  voluntary basis,  the  costs arising from  the  work  and  the secretarial 
duties devolve upon  the  NGOs  which delegate their representatives to the 
Committee;  as  a  result,  these  NGOs  bear expenditure  from which all the  NGOEJ 
concerned  and  the  Community benefit  and certain secretarial duties  and  some 
of the  work of coordination among  NGOs  cannot  be  carried out  at.present  owing 
to the  e:A.-tra  cost  and work involved for thor:e delegates.  This  coordination  :Ls 
of the utmost  importance for all the  NGOs  and  for the  Community. 
In or'der to  solve this problem,  the  Commission is at  present  examining the 
most  sui  table means  of covering these costs  and enabling all the  NGOs  to 
benefit  from  collaboration with the  Community through  a  common  secretariat; 
this secretariat  wi 11  contribute towards  the  organized  and  sustained coordina·-
tion of the  NGOs  of the nine Member States  and  of the  projec-ts which  are 
cofinanced. 
V.  CONCLUSION 
.1.  The  Community's  collaboration with the NGOs,  which has  been operah  ve  in the 
sphere  of development  for one year,  is developing in a  very poaHive  way. 
Furthermore,  as  non-governmental circles become  more  arid  more  involved in the 
Community's  development policy,  the  collaboration with the  NGOs  will be 
required to  assume  new  dimensions.  · 
2.  Up  to  now,  this collaboration is taking shape  mainly  - and  successfully - in 
the  sphere of the  cofinancing of projects for which the  NGOs  are responsible 
in the  developing countries.  The  rapid  and  effective reaction of the  NGOs  to 
this new  form  of collaboration reflects the  welcome  which it received from  tht! 
non-governmental  circles  concerned in the Member  States  and the extent of the 
. ·needs of the developing countries  • 
In this context,  the  proposed  amendments  to the  General  Conditions for 
cofinancing projects should prove satisfactory in the immediate future  and 
therefore should no  longer raise  any problem  (see  Section II,  par.  3);  these 
amendments  comprise  : 
the raising of the  Community  contribution to 75%  of the cost  of the 
project in certain cases  ; 
the making of a  Community  contribution towards  certai'n costs  relating to 
volunteers  involved in operational  projects. 
In this  same  context,  the taking over by  the Community budget  of the secretarial 
costs  of the  Liaison  Committee  is. under examination but  should not  create  any 
problem,  since these  costs  are minimal  compared with the  advantages  to  be 
derived  from  proper coordination of the  cofinanced projects  and  of the  NGOs 
themselves  (Section  IV,  par.  2).  ·  .  ·  · --~.  ·"·----------~-~--------·--·---------- --------··---- ---------------~-·---·----~-... --..... ·----· : ...  ··~,~-~--- ........ ,_ ·---····- -~  ··---·  ·- ·--·-..-·-- ---
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The  application of cofinancing procedures  to multi-annual projects  and 
programmes  wi 11,  however,  necessi  t(;l.te  the Council's  (Budget)  inter.vention  :  to· 
that  ~nd,  the Commission  recalls its proposal to the  Counci.l  for the intro-
duction of a distinction between  appropriations for payment  and  appropriations 
for commitment  in the  relevant budgetary  item  (Section II,  par. 4.1.). 
3.  As  pa.It of the  extension of collaboration with the  NGOs  to  other fields, 
development  education  (Section III) is considered by the Commissiqn  to 
be  a  matter for priority,  and it will duly inform the Council  of the  l~~·ogress 
of the work  on  this matter. 
4.  Other  improvements  may  be  introduced in the light of the work  which the 
Corrmission  intends to undertake,  in particular in the  following fields: 
-linking of NGO  acitivies with other Community  activities relating to 
development,  or with other international,  bilateral or national 
activities  (Section II,  par. 4.2.).  . 
coordi:'lation of,and participation in,actual NGO  volunteer programmes 
(selection,  0ontractual obligations,  assignment,  etc.)  (Section II, 
par.  3.2.). 
5·  Finally,  in noting the  positive development  of Community  relations with the 
NGOs,  the' Commission  wishes  to stress that this. development  was  helped by 
the  pragm~tic approach  a.nd  the·support  of the  Council,  the European  Parliament 
and  their services. 
It is convinced that  continued close contact between  the Commission  services 
With those institutions and  with the departments directly concerned in the 
Member  St~tes is the  most  suitable means  of making progress  in this matter 
in the future;  it also takes full  account  of the  pragmatic  working procedures 
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AN_NE.X  '1. 
Report of the  information meeting between  representatives 
of the  governments of the I-!ember  States responsible 
for relations with NGOs  working in development  and  Commission  staff 
Brussels,  26  November  1976 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.  The  purpose of this meeting was  that both -the  Member  States depart-
menta  and  the services of the  Commission  concerned would benefit from the 
sharing of each other's experience  in the matter of cooperation with NGOs  in 
the area. of development policy.  In particular,  the meeting would  provide the 
opportunity to review the basic  problems,  both in tha developing countries 
as  in the  Co~~unity 1
of cooperation with  NGOs. 
In this  frame~~rk it was  recalled that,  to date,  Commission  contacts 
in  NGO  matters had  been largely with the Council's institutions, particularly 
with the  Counoil 9s  l~rking party on  development. 
2.  The  delegates and  the Commission  representatives gave  short exposes 
on  their relationships with NGOs  under the  following headings  :  - general 
contacts,  cofinancing,  development  education,  food  aid,  volunteers and  Trade 
'unions.  The  most  salie,nt elements under some  of these headings are  resumed 
below. 
II.  COFD~ANCING OF  NGO  PROJECTS  OVERSEAS· 
1.  h'hile the experiences of the loiember  ~tatqs varied from  those,  like Ger-
many  and  H~l.~and,  who  had been operating schemes  for. more  than  10 years to those,. 
including the  Commission,  who  had  just begun,  there  was  a  remarkable similarity 
in approach  (type of project cofina.nced,  financiai participation, controls, etc) 
2.  In general terms the lltember  States could go  along with  the envisaged 
improvements  in the Commission's  General  Conditions pa.rticu)SU'ly the increasing 
of its contribution to 75%  of costs in certain cases and·the  move  into  mul~i­
allllUaJ.  programming especially as most  of them operated on  tbese  b~ses already  • 
.  . 
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Some  delegates raised the question as to whether the  Commission 
maintained a  list of accredited NGOs  and  suggested that it only support 
those  NGOs  wh~ch were  recognised by their own  Governmenta  for such purposes. 
In  reply the representative of the  Co~ission stated, that  while  no  ~::uch list was 
kept,  Eia·::h  NGO  submitting an  application waa  carefully vetted in conformity 
with the criteria laid down  in the General Conditions  which state that the 
NGO  has  to be  a  non-profit  making organisation as defined by legislation  in 
a  11:lmber  state  of the  Community.  A regular exchange of informa.tion between 
the Member  states services concerned  and  the Commission  would  halp  to avoid 
any problem in this regard.· 
III. DEVELOPMENT  EDUCATION 
\ 
l.  Again,  while their 'experiences,  operations  and emphasis  differed, 
the deleg-ations  agreed.· that development  education  was  beco••1ing  more  and  more 
necessary and  that  the NGO's  were  often well placed 'to  influence public opinio11. 
2.  Helcoming the  Commission °s  intention· to organise  a.  Development 
Education  seminar in the Spring of 1977,  the Member  States asked the Cownission 
to exercise care  in selecting participants.  In particular  ti.~y warned  of the 
dangers of having the converted talking to  the  converted - the  seminar would. 
be  succesf'ul only if ·it produced a  dialoLue bet\'/een opposing ideas  ~-d interest 
···  ··  .. ·  ·- · ·  ··-to· face 
groups  a.ltd  if it brought the N301s  face/with the realities of the situation  • 
·.The  representative of the  Community  stated that he  would  take  into consideration 
any participants proposed by the  Member  states. Needless to  say the  report of 
the  seminar would  also be sent to them for information. 
IV.  VOLUNTmRS 
l.  The  representative of the  comm::i..ssion  explained that,  \-Jhile  volun  tacrs 
I 
are already being supported within  the  framework of concrete opera.tio.i .. l 
;,Jrojects;  no direct  cofinancin~ of volunteer. progra.mmes  as  such  had.  yet  talcen 
place.  Heferring to  the  recent  Council of Europe seminar on  volunteers  1  tho 
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The  Co~ission services are now  examining the possible extension 
of' its cof'inancing scheme  in  t:.;.is  field,  and  ~hey would  be interested to 
hear what  the Member  States,ha.ving experience  in this area,  had  to  say. 
2.  It appears that,  in  most  of the Iviember  States,  vol\mteer status 
~ld programmes  have  a  legal  b~sis. vfuile there was  general encouragement for 
the Commission  to cautiously extend  the  scheme  to  include volunteers,  a 
number of warnings  were  sounded;  a  debate on  the  whole  question of volunteers 
was  currently taking place both within and  without Europe,  obviously  any 
result of this debate should be reflected in any extension of the  Commission 
scheme. 
V.  F'OOD  AID 
The  Commissions  services pointed out that for the first time  in 
the  Commun:ity  food aid programme  for 1976,  a  quota of 12.000 tons of skimmed 
milk powder had been reserved for NGOs  from Member  States. Nevertheless a 
problem of coordination existad  .. lffiOng  NGO's  interested in this matter. 
VI.  FOLLOH  UP 
During the  course of this first information meeting reference  wa.s 
made  by some  delegations  to  the need for better coordination and/or harmoni-
sation in all aspects of NGO  cooperation between  the  Commission  and  the 
. Nember  states~  ~-Jhile different delegations stressed different aspects of the 
matter it was  agreed,  for the moment,  to maintain this collaboration at the 
same  informal level as  the current  meeting~  'V.'hat  was  most  manifest  was  the 
lack of information about  one  another's operations.  and  the  Commission. 
It was  therefore suggested that  the  Commission  services could act as  the 
central agents between  themselves  and the  ~mber States departments for  : 
a)  exchanges of basic information;  and 
b)  periodic exchanges of information on  operations such  a.s  cofinancing and 
development education. 
As  it was  felt that the  meeting itself wa.s  ver,y useful,  the  Commission 
undertook to organise a  similar one  in the not  too distant future  so that 
the  contacts established a.s  thiA  meeting could be further strengthened and· .. 
developed. 
'  .  _! 
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'I'  ABLE  I  SUMMARY  OF  PROJFX:TS  BY  MnmER  STATE  -./-3 
! 
1976 
Projects registered  2  Projects not  adopted  3  · P:t·ojects  approyed 
Number  of 
--·· 
MEMBER  STATE  I 
Contributions·  Contributions  Number  of  Number  of  Community  __  ........ 
NGOs  Number  Number 
requested in u.a.  requested in u.a.  NGOs- projects  commitment  .  .•• 
BELGIUM  5  8  227.114,46  - 2  44.180,58 - 5  6  182.933,88 
(11.355-723  FB)  (2.?09.029  FB)  (9.146.; 694  FE)  - l 
D:Em<iARK 
-=-
FEDERAL  RERJBLIC  5  19  949.192,36  2  138. 5?4, 59  .  5  1'(,  . 793.896,42 
OF  GERMANY  (3.474.044  D?-1)  (507 .000 DM)  .  _  (2.905.661 m11} 
FRANCE  6  16  463.963,07 - 5  94.397,20  6  11  369.563,88 
(2.576.939  FF)  -(524.300 FF)  (2. 052.628  FF~ 
IRElAND  3  21  250.873,?.5  4  104.842,17  3'  17  146.031,08 
(£ 104.531,36)  (.t  43.684,59)  (£ 60.846, 77l ,  .. 
-
ITALY  4  9  599.122,85 - 4  358.920 - 3.  5- 228.755,83  . 
(374-451. 781  Lit)  (224.325.000  Lit)  (142.972.394  Lit~ 
~-
UJXUIJ30URG - 1  '2  48.600  - 1  34.600  r  1  14.000 
(2.430.000 Flux)  ( 1. 730.000 Flux  (700. 000  Fluz.)  -
•  : ... C7  P'--
1· 
I  NEl'HERIANDS  3  8  218.555,72  - - 3  8  218.555,77 
\  (Hf1  791.171,70)  (Hfl  791.171,70  - ~ 
UNITED KINGDOM  7  11  546.261,94  - - 7  11  546.261,94 -
(t 227. 610, 96)  (£ 227.:510, ?6}  -
~~ 
TCYI'ALS  .;-34  94  3.303.683,65  18  775-464,54  33  76  2.500.000 
I 
1  -
- Six projects  from  two  Danish NGOs  were  submitted late in  1976  and will be considered in 1977. 
2  In  addition,  12  projects  from  9  NGOs  were  not  registered because  they did not  conform to  the  General  Conditions 
3  Including projects withdrawn by  the  NGOs,  those  rejected. after appraisal by the  Commission's  depa.rtntents  and those  held ovor to 19Ti. .. _..__.  ·~·-··-:·  -~  ...... -__ . ...,...._ -·-:.  ....  .....,..~--·--·--···:..,..:....... ,.,  ... .._  .,..;  ... -· - ...__:;.,, __ ,.. ___  ~-.  ·  ..  ___ ,.. __  ~-.,;,.  .....  .-:..-i--""'....-· .......  . 
.  :~ ·.:.  •  •  ~- :_;_,_:_, ~;.,A~--·..,_  ~ -:..-.:... .. _,__.  . 
SUMMARY  OF  NGO  PROJ:&!TS  /.5-
Project no.  and.NGO l  Brief description of the project  Contribution  requested  yontribution  commi~ed  Remarks 
- - in u.a.  1n u.a. 
OlfG/l/76  (IRL)  -~Irrigation system for t·he  fields o<  ~~e~i  r.  6.015·-:- 14.436  paid 
CONCEmi  1 Babati agricultural college,  Tanzarua 
Total cost  :  f.  12  522.50  14.436 
mm/2/76  (D'  - - I  ~~;i~;;s-~-;;.;pects  0~ :ural development,  126.732  DM  I  t~st instalmez:t  of .-
DEUTSCh'E  \vEtTHUNGER.  m  parhcular tra1nmg,  health and  hel  13  851 u.a..  pa1d 
HIL..li'E  1  ing the people to  run their mm  affai:~·~  34.626,23 
by means  of the construction of a  tra1~ 
34.626,23. 
ing centre,  irrigation measures,  etc., 
Tha>land.  Total cost  :  DM  253  464 
mm/3/76  (D)  .  I  Extension of. a State  agric~.-:;~-;~i ~-;;1_  160.103  D:r.!  ·First  insta.lmentof 
DEUTSCHE  tiELTHUNGERI  lege by  sett1ng up  a  stock farm1ng  43-744  17  498  u.a.  paid. 
HILFE  centre  (construction and  equipment), 
Thailand  43-744 
ONG/4/76  (D) 
DEUTSCHE  WELTHUNGER 
HIL.ti'E 
Total cost  :  DM  320 206 
Extension of a  cooperative  farme  via tht  const~;4f~n BM 
construction of wells,  land  improvement 
purchase  of live-stock,  etc., ~  1  2).266,39 
Total cost  :  DM  184  950 
I  •  ·- -
25.266, 3~  paid 
--·----~,._-..  ~~·-----··  -----~-· 
ONG/5/76  (D)  I  Purchase  of agricultural equipment  for 
D.EUTSCHE  WELTWill:GER-·  the  National  Federation of Young  Farme 
HILFE  Farmers'  Clubs  (Rural  promotion  centrer. 
Mauritius 




---- .....  ----l~~Total cost  :- Dill  280  350  ___ _ 
Purchase  of irrig-ation  equipment  (pump-~t,-------------1-----------4- - •  ... 




First  instelment  of 
34  592  u~a.  paid  etc, •• )  !or the  fa.rme-re  in. thG.  Ea.rahonlr 
province,  Dominican  Republ~c 
Total cost-: DM  8-07  846 
3lq.516  Dl·l 
86.4  79,78 




'•  ·l ~~- ...... ··"" ~ 
..  .• 
SUID!,ARY  OF  NGO  PEQJECT3  '/& 
"}., 
~~---.....~~.r.:.~--- . '  ~--- .,_,.._,  .........  =w:=on  ~-=~--
:;.;;~~7  ~7ri~~:.~-~~~:~;~:·:~~~~~~t  p::j::t farm;; t  r;·~:;;:~ :: ::ested  Co~~:~/~  io:_  comi tted  Project  .. ::::::.,by liGU 
ACTION  FOP]IL~/f'ION  DE  groun  leatiers,  Benin  (  )  •  • 
CADRES  'l'otal  cost  :  LJ!''i.f:;~·:r  460  000  34.600 
_.,..,.·~~·~-=----~-...:.·..-~  ...... lf..-..,.:;_.~..-.;.;N.~.,_.,.;...~.,.,c-:.--•• ~.:..~-...---....... ---~·--~  ---~~·.--~-~~-~--w---~-----~~~=~~--=--=--~;....;..-~.,._--
QI{G/8/76  (P)  l  Setttng up  of a  coopcra.tive  for  washing~ 
SEX:OURS  CA'l'HOLIQUB  ·and marketing coffee,  in particular thel  165.000 FF 
acquisition of  a  coffee washing plant 
and  a  house  in which to establish a 




j  ·  J  lorries for transporting coffee, ~ 
~  .  Total cost  :  FF  330 000 
,.  [coostru~i~ofanant~-i-11-1-.t-e_r_a_c_y--~-------=-----~~~---------~~~------~~--- --· 
1 ONG/9<76  (B)  centre near  Ouagadougou,  !!J?.Eer-Volta  750.000 FB  Paid 
\CENTRE  AIDE  AU  DEVE-1  Total cost  :  Bfrs.  l  500  000  ·  15  000  I  LOPPEMENT  DANS  LA  I  .  ( 15. 000  )  • 
j LIBERrE  El'  LE  ffiOGFRS 
1  I  1·  _J  ~  ~ONG/10/76 (NL)  F~tension of an  existing programme  for  l 
:;NOVIB  the elementary education of orphans  Hfl  22.549 
(extension of workshops,  etc.),  Colom- Paid 
~  ·  .  - I  c  6. 2 29  .  )  6.229 
Total cost  :  flo  64  552 
!  <  ___.  I  J=.- m 
10NG/ll/76  (IRL) 
TROCAIRE 
Agricultural instruct  ion  manuals  approp-
riate to the  requirements  of the  region 
suit~~  i land 
Total cost  :  £  3  860 
£  1.500,- 3.600 
(  3.6 00  ) 
Paid 
---------1  - -1  --·~~- ·-{  -·-~·~~--~---~--
ONG/12/76  (IRL) 
TROCAIRE 
Education  of peasant  instructors  in agrf-
cultural techniques  &~d social dynamics  £ 
to  improve  the  social situation in 60 
villages,  Boliv~  -- i  ~otal cost :  £  20 000  I 
l  I 
Paid  5.000  12.000 
(.  12.000  ) ' 
·'· 
,: 
SID.U.iA RY  OF  NOO.  PROJ~'I'S 
'~  /?-
.  -
PROJECT  no.  and  NGO  j Brief descr~ption of the project  J'Gontribution  requested  i 9ontribution committeLf.  Remarks 
1n  u.a.  I 1n  u.~. 
mm/13/76  (  IRL) 
GORTA 
Progr~~e to assist  and  educate  a  farm-
ers' association in agricultural tech-
niques,  Ethiopi~ 
Total  cost  :  £  l  550 
.(  775 
( 1.859,99 
~ 
1.859,99  paid 
) 
-~-----~  -=  ·-- ~-
JoNG/14/76  (IRL) 
!GORTA 
ONG/15/76  (IRL) 
Purchase of n  mechanical grain mill to 
avoid the need  for the women  of a  farm-
ing area to do  this work  by hand, 
Nigeria 
Total  cost  :  £  l  400 
£  700 
(  1.680 
i.680  paid 
) 
tl  -~~ 
Equipment  and agricultural study costs 
for  12  students at a  local educational 
institution,  ~~istan 
Total cost  :  £  650 
r.  325 
. (  780 
780 ·. 
paid 
)  r~A 
.,  :  -------------t-~~~~--~ 
10NG/16/76  (IRL)  ~  }--=--=--=  =-==-- Soil analysis  ~qd encouragement  of the 
use of fertilizers by the  fa.rmers, 
Pakistan  ~ORTA 
st  :  £  159  !14.42 
Additional  infor~ation request 
ed  from  the lfGO 
. 
r.  7.500 
( 17.999,8  . ) 
~G/lT/T6 (IRL)  !setting up of a  po~ltry cooperative  in  '1 r  £ ~~175 ,_  l"  - I  pa:-:----· 
GORTA  a  farm1.ng  area to 1.ncrease the volurne  I  5• 220 
and  value of output,  Swaziland  (  5.220  .) 
·"'"·"i'.':··  .  ~ .. 
mm/18/76  (IRL) 
GORTA 
Total cost  :  £  8 100 
--1- •  I  1  ·~·r~~------
PUrchase  of a  mech~1ical grain mill to 
avoid. the need  for the women  to do  this 
work  by hand,  Tanzaqia 
Total cost  :  £  2  660 
r.  1.330 
(  3.192 
paid 
3.192 
r  =  -;- -Q  =----+=-------~-~--=~--~--
\ 
I 
·r SUMMARY  OF  UGO  PROJECTS  /'? 
--~·--·r...-...  ...  ~"'<-•""'"-------~~  .. ._  ~  ii  I  -=-"  #""-'$'  _,._.,.,.._~~--~~~  ..................... Q:J:::>  7""~ 
Project  no  ar:d  NGO  I  Brief description of the project  J~ontribution reql.testecl J  ?ontribution. committoii  Remarks  ·-
~n u. a._  =-~em  ln ~~~  .  ==·=- -~ 
~·  ONG/19/76  (IRL) 
GORTA 
Improvement  of local fishing  technique~~  £  7.590 
and  equipment,  Yemen  1 
Total cost  :  £ ss-32o  I  ( 18.216 
18.216 
pai~ 
~  II  ~- ~~  ~-.==r..:o~.- ,,.. 
Participation in the  eciuipment  of a  ne\'T 
multi-purpose  centre to  improve  the 
living conditions of women  and  children 
including : 
ONGj'?.0/76  (F) 
!CEN1'RE  FRf~CAIS DE 
~  I.A  PRCII'ECTION  DE 
L'ENFAlTCE 
mm/21/76  (F) 
SECOURS  CATHOLIQUE 
the  sinking of 4 wells, 
the  commissioning of a  millet mill, 
training, 
installation of 2  workshops,  etc 
se~ 
Total cost:FF935  660 
Construction and fitting out  of a  work-
shop for repairing agricultural  tractor~ 
in particular construction of a  buildin~ 
comprising an  indoor and  outdoor work-
shop,  fitting out  this workshop  and  the 
construction of a  hostel for trainee 
mechanics,  ~~bia 
Total cost  :  FF  272  600 
250.000  FF 
(45.0ll,06  ~ 
136.600 FF 
(24.594  ) 
45.011,06  First  instalment  of 
18  004.43 :u.a.  paid 
Tnis  project  is suape?ded, 
since  the  NGO  is unable for  tht~ 
moment  to  supply a.ll the neces-
sary  information. 
_..  a-.  I  --~'""~==· 
ONG/22/76  (UK) 
HELP  TriE  AGED  vide work  for the elderly, ~  £  640 
Total cost  :  -~  _  -~  260  (  l.  536  . ) 
1.536  paid 
Construction of a  craft workshop to pro  L-
----------------~-------------- =-----------~--------------------~  Establishment  of a  workshop  for the  pro- "  ONG/23/76  (LUX) 
ACTION  FOfuV~TION DE 
CADRES 
duction by women  of local craft articler· 
and  establishment  of appropriate  channel 
&n~  .  - ~~otal coat  1  Lfrs.  2  542  000  ! 
~~~r  1 
7oo.ooo  FLux 
(14.ooo  '  ·, 
.  l 
14.ooo 
Contract  forwarded  to tte 
UGO. • •  '  - •  r-- .. , .  ..,...:- <"•. •  •  - •. '- • -- .-.·.~·  ~"'"  •-- •  ·•  __ _.  • ..,.  •  •  ••  •  - - •• 
SUMMARY  OF  NGO  PRO.rn:!TS  /1  .6. 
~~-~---~~--~~----~---------;~----~--~~~~~~-~~~~~~--- •  .  i  .  .  •  # 
'Pr.oject  no.  and  NGO  J  Brjef description of the project  9ontribution requested  Contribution  committe~  Remarks 
...  1.n  u. a.  -·. 
=;;;;j~;,/~6  (IT)  ~  II  Land  imp!'ove~ent,  in particular by irri  2? [)7 8  896  Lit  Contract  f~arded  ·-to  NGO 
MOVIMENTO  SVIWPPO  gation and  the settling of farmers  and  • 
E  PACE  their families  (50 ha and  64  families)  (  43. 326.,23  ' 
43.326,23 
ONG/25/76  (IRL) 
CONCERN 
in a  specific region,  ~·· 
~otal cost  :  Lit.  52  611  559 
Supply of basic equipment  for a  hospi~ 
Zambia 
Total cost  :  £  2  442 
r.  1.221 
(2.930,31  ) 
2.930,31  paid 
--------Jr-....:......-----------___;-~.-.ot------~---f..  ...... -------~___,~---------
ONG/26/76  (UK) 
FAr.ULY  PLANNING 
ASSOCIATION  OF  GREAT 
BRITAIN 
Various family planning education pro-
grammes  in particular via the establish 
ment  of clinics and  the training of 
staff,  ~akist~~.  Costa Rica,  Guatemala, 
Honduras,  India 
Total cost  :  £  42  900 
r.  21.450  5L479,6o 
(  51.479,60  - J. 
' 
Costa Rica )  Contracts for-
Pakistan  )  warded  to  NGO 
India  ) 
Guatemala  ) 
~:Honduras  9,119.93  u.a~paid 
,ONG/27/76  (F)  -i  ·-~·- !  ·=-----~---~- A rural community  development  scheme 
involving agriculture,  stockfarming, 
small-scale craft work,  hygiene and 
nutrition aimed  at  making a  specific 
region self-sufficient in food,  Brazil 
Total cost  :  F}'  124  000 
60.000  FF 
~C.F.C.M.C.F. 
ONG/28/?Ij  (F) 





io.8o2,  66  paid 
Improvements  to  f~v~  rur~l school can- ·j'  -- :- ,- IN:-a,;:pt;; after appraisal 
teens,  each  compr~sJ.ng kl  tchens a.11C.  .  150.000 F  r  " 
canteen facilities,  a  kitchen garden anq  (27,007  ,)  ./. 
the keeping of some  &"limals;  so tnat  eadh 
can supply its own  needs  or come  as 
close to this as· possible,  Upner-Volta. 
To~al cost  :  FF  323  000 
T 
'  I 
-T·~  .. ~~-----·'-·' 
.  I 
I 
'! 
., Sill~ffiF.Y  OF  NGO  PROJECTS  :le 
7. 
;;,;:t~-d  ;;-·~;:-;.-;:::ipt:~;;:; t~-;;oject  T~~ntribution ~sted I Contribution commi;teh =m=  Hem:~:=  ......,. 
~;:;"'~=-~~  - ---~y---~-___..  ll.n  u.a...:,  .. ~-.--..,.,;"  ~  J in  .... JJ..,,J1_~~  ~~  .... --~ 
ONG/29/76( F) 
C.F.LI·l.C.F. 
Construction of the  facilities necessary 
for  th~ operation of the  Soroba rural 
promotion  centre.  This  centre is to trai 
rural advisers,  male  and  female,  who  wiU· · 
then move  into the  villages to  improve 
and diversify agricultural production, 
Mali. 
~l  cost  :  FF  242  255 
~G/30/76(  F)  ---,:Drinking water supply 
~C.F.C.~1.C.F.  seph Hospital_ and the 
I  hospital, ~ 
for the  Saint-Jo-
Tuticorin leprosy 
1 j_S. 000 
(  20.705,09 
32.000 
5.761,42 
FF.  2o. 7o5,o9  ·  •ucontract  form.:.rded.  to  NGG 
) 
FF. 
, )  Paid  5.761,42 
ONG/31/76( f) 
C.F.C.M.C.F. 
Total cost  :  FF  70  .. o~o~o~--------1------------i----------t:--::-:-~:-=:::::=· 
Rebuilding of a  damaged  farm  school, 
Madagascar 
28.000 
(  5.041 
Project wit  hdra;-m  by IWO  FF. 
) 
Total cost  :  FF  60  000 
ONG/32/76( f)  Rural  a.dvtsory operations,  in particula 
C. f.  C  .M. C. F.  covering the cost  of technical assistan-t.-, 
80.000  FF. 
14.404  ) 
!lot  accepted after appra.J!sal 
\ 
·  and their accomodation,  and  local train 
ing courses,  Benin 
.  ~  - Total~~Flt' 165  000  --- .. -~  ~1------------llt-------
I
ONG/33/76(F)  '  Measures  for  ~he  s~ttleme~t of displaced&  25.000  FF.  4•501  11  Paid 






e~tablishment of a  cooperative,  measures 
to develop crops,  purchase  of animal-dra 
equipment,  demonstration  grO\-ting  areas, ! 
Niger Total cost  :  FF  55  000 
Help with the  settlement  of peasants  on 
ne~-t agricultural  land,  in particular 
through the  purcrkLse  of farm  equipment, 
agricultural advisora services,  purchase 
of audio-visual training equipment, ~ 
Total cost  :  FF  280 000 
130.000 
(  23.406 
H. 
Measures  for the  resettlement  of rural  l  60.000  FF. 
population affected by natural disaster,  (  10.802  66 
involving health,  nutritional and  admini  ' 
strative operations and  the  purchase of 
small items of equipment,  Uppe~-Volta 
.) 
Not  accepted after appraisal 
I  -- ~_____.~_  :__ 
~C2,66  ·lContract 
forwarded  to  NGO 
Total cost  t  FB'  130  000  -----------·  · ----~-·~----- ---······ ------~···="-~"·'·~~""""-· ... ·  .. : ...  . ------"·-· -- -~ --·-'•  •-•-·-••"  "'•-c•~,  .•  .,l  o"---""•·-••·  .. -•  0  ~~  ·-·~-rO,"~"  ;;. .• ~ 
v  0-
Sill.fMARY  OF  NGO  PROJECTS 
--------------------~-~  •  Remarks  Project  no.  and  rmo I  Brief description of the project  9on~:r_:ibution requested  Qontribution committee 
~~--~----~•  1n  u.a.  1n u.a.  .  -=--
ONG/36/76  (NL) 
CEBEMO 
Development  of the construction of  lou-
cost  popular housing by mutual benefit 
associations  in  rural a.raas;  com..11encemer'{t 
of other community  programmes  particular 
ly in connection with subsidized housin€ 
to  improve  the medical  and  health situa-
tion and  the  standard of living of the 
rural population,  ~minican Republic 
Total cost  :  fl.·459  lOB 
224.424  Hfl 
(  61.995,58 
61.995,5'3 
First  instalment  of 
24 798.34 u.a.  paid 
I 
\ 
•  .  -1  I  =  ~---=:--~-
. • ONG/37 /76  (NL) 
jcEBE:iO 
~ucation of farmers  in agricultural 
~echniques. EStaolishiDent  of a  new  adapt 
~
d education-system to meet  the needs  of 
oung people who  are unable to benefit 
rom  a  normal education,  Philippin~ 
~otal cost  :  Fl 360  300 
168.6lo Hfl 
(  46. 5  77' 34  ' 
46.577' 34  . 
Contrac~ forwarded  to the 
NGO 
l  ) 
n 
£1.818  ~mlG/38/75  (IRL)  ~pply of an. ambulance  for a  hospital  f- :~- ~-·  w...--
'CONCERN  l;in a  remote.region, ~  4.363,16.  paid  \ 
Total cost  :  [  3  636  (  4.363,16  .  ) 
------------------~----~----------------~----------~~--------------------~------------------~----~~=-----
OJ:lG/39/75  (IRL) 
CONCERN 
·Equipment  for the  coordinate~ of the 
Tikonko Agricultural Extension  Centre, 
Sierra Leone 
Total ;;'st""7  £  7  646 
r.l.232 
(  3.175,2o 
3.175,2o  Paid 
\ 
I 
~----~------------------------------~  Construction of a  Cheshire-Home  (p<~rpo;. 
1 
- -·  - - ~  ~-~--~-~--- ONG/40/76  (IRL) 
'CONCE!1N  built  house)  fo~ handicapped  persons  I 
,  (  79  , Q'J  ~,  - -.  I  _.I 
£33.ooo  Project  -~;it hdrawn  by th.e  NGO 
l 
n-,..  - n.,.,..  1  •  .-..  ~a.--c  d. t  pa.ag  ... au e :·." 
-~  zl! 
Total 0ost  :  i  66 
t 
000 
!  !  '"  ..J.  _.1  ~  f  -' I 
i 
_____ J;._  I 
'  ---....:-~  ·--- ·--- ~  --- .. _,_.  ---.v-.--............ ~·-'"-·r~----









Project  no.  and  NGO 





..  - .. 
ONG/41/76  (IRL) 
CONCERN 
ONG/42/76  (IRL) 
CONCERN 
ONG/43/76  (F) 
FO~~ATION DELTA  7 
ONG/44/76  (D) 
ZENTRA LSTELLE  FOR 
ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE 
ONG/45/76  (D) 
ZENTRALSTELLE  FOR 
ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE 
ONG/46/76  (D) 
ZENTRAISTELLE  FOR 
ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE 
ONG/47 /75  {F) 
Fml:>!,~IO!I  DELTA.  7 
····- , ...  _ .. ··--·- ·- ---··· 
SUMf.1Jl.RY  OF  NGO  PROJECTS  .  ~  1._, 
9 . 
~·  -
A  Bz:ief description of the  proje~t  "contribution  requested  • Contribution committe  Reme.rks 
iri  u.a.  in u.a.  .  . 
Supply of a  motor  for a  river boat  in  2. 714,15  l:s.  Stg.  Held  over to 1977  oder to facilitate access to the market  • 
for village producers, ~  (6.514  .)  1977 
Total cost  :  £  5  428.  0  · 
~  -- =  -
Establishment of poultry cooperative.  553.68  1:!. Stg.  Held  over to 1977 
Instructing trainees in breeeding 
(1. 329  - )  techniques,·z~~bia  1977 
'  . 
Construction of day nurseries and  a  5oo.ooo  F'F  9o.o22,i3  First  instalment  of 
community  centre,  Vietnam 
(9o.o22,13  .  ) 
36  008,85 u.a.  paid 
Total cost  :  FF 3  500  000  . 
Establishment  of an  ironmongery trainin  142.ooo  DM  First  instalment  of 15  519  u 
Workshop,  T?~zania  ( 38.797,82  )  38.797,82. ·-- paid 
• a., 
Total cost  :  DM  284  000 
Programme  of rural and  social advisory ·  34l.ooo  DM  93.169 1 4o  ·.  First instalment  of  . 
services involving the T'boli in order 
(93.169,40  )  37.268 u.a..  paid 
to encourage their economic  development 
Phili;e;Eines 
Total .cost  :  DM  682  000 
Establishment  of a  poultry production  n.  5oo  nt.l 
19.535,52 .  Paid  and breeding centre,  Tanzania 
(19-535,52  Total cost  :  DM .. ·  143  000 
.) 
Settling 1 000  farming families  on  new  f  l5o. oo6  FF  ,27 .oo6,64 - Pa.id 
agricultural  land,  Cameroon  (27 .oo6,64  ) 
Total cost  :  FF  300  000  r 
·-
l  ·  I  --··  -- - -
.  .  ...  --~  .. -- ....... ···-·  .. .- ·~ ...  ~  ......  _._  •.  '~--..... ~·-~_.... ··- _ ___.,..... ___  -·-·---.- .... --.. ----···!.-..-......... _  ·  ....... ~- _...,.  ....  ~-· .~------:,_- __ ..  --~  -~-.-;  .... - - -"·--·~--~-"-~-- ~  ·---·- ·  ...... _,..,.._._......_.  ~---:... .·  .....  -· .'-~  ..;·-~-·  ........ '---~~  ~ ..  ,__~-:  --·~-"¥  .:-••-••  •  ~  .  .__.,.._._:.. ·---• -N''"""_.., ..  _,J-,,.,4 •• ~  •  .... :--.----;.,... .. 
SUMMARY  OF' .  r1q0  PROJEX:TS  %-3 
'"  Proje~t !!:O•  and  NGO 1 Brief description of the project 
l  ONG/48/76  (B) 
J  FRERES  DES  HOMM::I!S  .  ' 
{ 
Development  of new  agricultural  land 
and social advisor,Y  services for the 
for the population concerned,  Ecuador 
Total cost  :  Bfrs.  13  924  125 
1 r_~n!~~~~-tion requested  I  r~n;_:_~-~ution committe 
736.694  FB 





~:  ---------?--.,._.-~-"""""'---.,=------~----"""""~~  e.  ~L  ~~ 
·:  ONG/49/76  (B) 
BUREAU·D'ETUDE  POUR 
UN  DEVELOPPEMENT 
HARMONISE 
Establishment  of a  live-stock coopera-
tive.  Provision of facilities for ruPa 
stock-farming~ 
Rural advisor.y and training services, 
z.a.rre 
Toi;:r cost  :  Bfrs.  3  000  000 
~ ONG/50/76  (UK)  · Gonstructio.  n  of homes  for the_ poor 
1.  5oo. ooo  FB 
(  3o. ooo  ) 
33.423 t,,Stg. 
(  8o.215  ) 
'30.000  paid 
- ~ 
8o.215  First  instalment  of 
32  o88  u.a.  paid  ~ OXFAM  near Dacca,  Bangladesh 




··i  t 
r 
l 





SUMMARY  OF  llGO  PROJECTS  .  VI 





.  CAFOD 
Cons~ruction of windmills to  improve 
the  irri~.tion of lal!d, -~  · 
Total cost  :  £  7  526.72 
yontribution requested 
l.n  u.a.  · 
r.  3763,36 
(9.032,06 .  ) 
Contribution committee  Remarks 
in  n_:Po 





CAFOD  Total cost  :  £  11~566.32 
£  5833,38 
(14.000  ).  14.000  -Paid 
§ 
ONG/53/76CiT>  Promotion of craft and agricultural 
MOVIMENTO  SVILUPPO  work  in rural areas,  Rwanda 
E  PACE  Total cost  :  Lit.  50  000  000 
ONG/54/76 (I  RL) 
CONCERN 
Provision of a  mobile clinic equipment I 
for same,  etc.  Botswana 
Total cost  :  £  5 926  · 
' 
Provision of. a  mobile clinic equipment I 
for same,  etc.  ~ 
il 
~ONG/55/76(!RU 
~CONCERN  •v•G•  ou•,  •  - •  J-J  Total cosj;  ~ 
~  A  ":!.~'> 
\
ONG/56/76(!T)  Infrastruct~e and  equi~ment: for a 
A.E.S.  workshop  for the  repais and mainte-
nance _of  agricultural machinery, ~ 
· Total co'st  :  Lit  58  300 000 
~NG/57/76(NL) 
~NOVIB 
Establishment  of a  pig production coop 
erative,  Colombia 
Total cost  :  Fl.  1·009 920 
25.000.000 
·(40.000 
r.  2963 
(  7.111,14 
r.  2182,50 



















____ , --------~---~------------- I 
I 
··~-----.- ...........  '·--·----------
I 
I 
Contract  forwarded to 
NGO 
Contract  signed by Ne-0_. 
--
Paid 
Contract  signed by  NGO 
~-- l  Conhact  forwarded  to 
NGO 
.....  .. . 
. ~ 
I 






..  ~ 
-~~ 
;', -~· '---- .·-~-
stnmARY  OF  NGO  PROJECTS  ... · 
. -
J'1J 
.1  ~  • 
..  Project no.  and  llGO·f  Brief descript1on of th9 project  9<>ntribution requested  ·.~ontribution committet  Remarks  ·-
.  ·  1n u.a.  .  in u.a.  .  -· 




ilLES de  PAIX  -
ft  BELGIQUE 
~
NG/60/76(i)) 
ELTFRIEDENSDIENST  . 
·  WFO>  ALLEMAGNE 





Construction of an approved school, 
~l~i 
TotaT cost  :  F1  184 847 
Establishment of an irrigated area for 
growing rice and wheat,  and help for 
growers through the supply of s.eed, 
fertilisers and equipment, ~ 
. Total ·cost  :  Bfrs.  124 000 000 
Scheme for WFD  volunieers to organize 
rnral advisor,r services in a  specific 
.region; training of local advisors, 
training of supervisory staff,  literacy 
·campaign;  etc.  Ivory Coast 
Total cost  :  DM  740 000 
Provision of a  mobile clinic to serve 
waterside villages,  Sierra Leone 
Total cost  :  L  1  858 
..  .  ..  .  ' 
Construction of a  rural training centre· 
including rural advisor,y services,  a 
cooperative and  fami~ education, 
Burundi  . 














(  2.229,58  ) 
46.450~000  Lit. 






Contract  si_gned ·by  lTGO 
First instalment  of 
36  000 u.a.  paid 
First instalment  of 
19  649.18  u.a.  paid 
Contract  fon;a.rded  to lJGO 
Held over to 1977 
i  !  ~  .  ;  ..  -- .  ' 
..  -oN,Gi63th<{n  ·,,.  · ··  Trai~ing-of a group·:of  yotin;~rpeople: an·.d 8 ~· 8:593-. 000-···cit. 
L. v. I .A.  introducing them to agricultural and.,·J..  ( 13.749,60  .  ) 
hort~cultural production and to  poultr~. r 
rear~ng  Senei@).  )  · 
t  t  •  •  . 
;Total cost  :  Lit.  17  187  000 
f 
~ 
. ---------- -~ --~--·--_I_---·  --- _:-.  ·---------·-·-------. 
fi 
....  ,. - . '  ~. "'  ·,  ·- l3.?4j,oo 
.':·  ..  -·- Contract :'·forwarded .;to NCO· 
i 
I  ·- -··- ... -
. j 
·.  i 
.i 
- -- .•.. - .....................  _, .... , -·· - . SOMl>fARY  OF  NGO  PRCl.i"EGTS 
~::'  .... -~~-----~.  -
Proj~ct no.  and  NGO  Brief description of the  projec~  Contribution  re~~ested 
1.n  u.a. 
-
: .ONG/64/76(IT)  Promotion of rural development  and  im- 62.500.000  Lit. 
~LV.I~A.  provements ·in. soCial hygiene,  Upper-Vo~  (100.000  ) 
I  Volta  . ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
l  - ;  Total .Cost ·:  Lit.  125 000 000  .  .  '  ..  r 
. ONG/p5/76CIT)  '  ProJect  ror rural advisory services,  56.000.000  Lit. 
L~·V.I~A~  promotion of 'improvements  in social  ('84.600  .) 
.  .  . ..  ..  hygiene,  improv;ement ·of housing and  . 
. craf't .education,  Ethi"opia  · · 
Total cost:Lit.  112 000  000  -
.  .  .  ...  ,.  .  .  ·-
ON~/66/76(8)  Const~ctfonof hous:lng,  improvement  of  410.000  FB. 
:  'INTERN~  T  I ONAtE  ..  infrastructtll;"e and vocational training . 
(  8.200  )  in. fore13t  villages,  Tunisia 
BOUWORDE·(IBO)  - .. 
BELGIQUE  Total cost  :  Bfrs.  2  500 000 
' 
' ·- .  ' 
.  .  - . .  ...  -. - ..  .. 
ONG/6.7/?~(UK)  Const"rU.ction of a  c;oilllllUriity  centre for  r.  18.000 
pXFAM  refugees,  C.ypru:s  (  43.199,65  ) 
i 
Total cost  :  £.  36 000 
rNG/68/76(NL) 
~·  ·- .  -·. 
, Programme· for family education,  Papua- 42.394  N.FL 
CEBEMO  New  Guinea  (  11_.711,05  ) 
Total  ~ost _:  Fl·  93  394 
'  j_  . ! 
I  -- ---·  , 
.  .  .  ..  : 
ONG/69/76(NL)  Construction of a  eecond~r,y education 
establishment,  Indonesia  75.  781 ..  N.Fl."  l  CEBEMO_  . (  20.933, S8  ) 
t-= 
Total cost  :  Fl.  151 562  .. ,.-
'  ... 
'l' 
~  .  .  -~·  ..  ·  .  .  '. ·~·  .  '  Programme' of technical education, 
~ 
l  ONG/70/76(NL)  . 68.270  N. Fl. 
.CEBEMO  Tanzania  (  .18.831,48  .  ) 
Total cost  1  Fl.  171  679 
i  • - ·---·-... ·---- -------.:-·.-·.  ···---.· 
p 
"13. 
Contribution col!llllittec  Remarks 
in u.a.  ..  .  .. 
·  Reld over toJion  -·-------- ··-·~.:-/-... - ·- ---·· 
'  ..  -.....  ~\.  . . ~:>6 
..  .. 
· ..  Held over to 1977 
.. 
... 
8.200  u.c. 
paid 
..  , .... 
.... 
... 
43.199,65  U. c.·  ·First  instalment  of  . 
17  279.86 u.a~.  _I>aid  .. 
11.711,05  u.c.  Contract  forwarded tc NG 
·'  •. 
.. 
. ..  Contract  forwarded  t~D  li 




'  '.:ikl:f·  . 





(•  v 






'·  ., 









'  1 
--· ,-.--·-a"____.;,~-~  • .> 
~ ..... -~~ ···--..  .:..  ................  :-__..._..,,.._  ~  .... ~---- ...  ..  -- -·.  .. .•  .i~--
···------~----.. ·-~--....  .. -~;..- .  ..:  ~"""  ·-·~ ..............  : ...... ·  ..  __., __  _.:  ..  ,..~: 
·  .. ····---....... 
1  z._ 
SUMMARY  0~. NGO  PRO.J~TS  2. r 
Project  no.  and !rGO 
. 
ONG/71/76( F) 
CENTRE  INTERNATIONil 
de  DEVELOPPB~ENT 





I  _BOUWORDE  (lBO)  -
.  ·  ·  ·  .BELGIQUE 
Brief description of the project 
Establishment  of a  training centre for 
agricultural advisors and  improvement 
of the road· network. in the  Gofa  region 
Ethiopia 
Total cost  :  FF  1  667  150 
Organisation of basic education course 
at a  training centre for managers  of 
cooperatives, 
- adult literacy campaign 
- practical training for women 
Venezuela-
Total cost  :  Bfrs.  2  50()  00() 
.. 
ONG/73/76(UK)  Sinking of wells to provide the rural 
·r.HRISTIAN  AID·  population with an adequate  supply of 




(  25.245,81 
1.250.000 
(  25.000 
£  41.667 
(100.000 
FF. 
.  ) 
FB. 
) 
.  ) 
Contribution committee  Remarks 
in u.a. 
. 
25.245,81  Contract  forwarded to lCD 
25.000  paid 





·Equip:n;;i.-,·.  for  c.  :::~name  for pr:::nar;y 
~<iucation  l>.:;  r<:>.dici,  Hon(c".:tr·:_,.,-., 
Total  ~ost  :  r.  T::,2.1;..8 
r.  20.000 
(  47.999,62 
Contract  forwarded  to 
TROCAIRE  nco 
) 
tONG/75/76(0)  Trainint;--q~ leaC.era  £or "hum:  __ 
WELTFRIEDENSDIENSt  l~cvclop~ent" schcmez,  in particular-
(WFD)  - ALLEMAGNE  in the ·fields of  ·: 
- literacy 
- rural Mvisor.}·  servi .:-:-::s 
- v::<:ational  trai!~5.ng 1  Se1:.~ga.::. . 
Total  ccst  :  Il~{  621 /co  l  -t- l 
94.  900  Dt•1. 
(  25.928,96  )  25.92 r, ?6  pa.iG. 
.  .j 
' ------------------------------------
~::. 
SUMMARY  OF  NGO  PROJECTS  -~~ 
Project  no.  and  NGO 
~- ~~==~=---~·--------------------~~~~~- Brief description of the· project·  l  Contribution~ested Contribution connfhe  =  - ~.,;,a,-=,.  ~ 




~  (OWHH)  ALLEf•1AGNE 
i 
t  •  I 
Support  for a  wool-producing coopera-
tive,  in particular : 
- purchase of production machinery 
- purchase of livestock, 
- construction of a  shed, 
Polivia 
Total cost  :  DM  426  3o5 
:·  \  - -,c-1 
ONG/77i76(UK)  J  Establishment  of a  small clinic, 
JOSPICE  INTERNATICN~  Honduras 
Total cost  : £  21  ooo 
ONG/78/76(UK) 
JOSPICE  INTERNATION~ 
~: 
Supply of a  barge  arid  medical 
equipment  to serve  as  a  mobile 
clinic,~ 
213.152  OM. 
(  58.238,53  )  58~238,53 
£  10.500 
(  25.199,80  )  25.199,80 
£  9.000 
(  21.599,83  )  21.599,83 
Total  cost  :  r.  18  ooo  , 
"l  . J - -- I  )  ·:  •  ••  --·-,  •  i  I 
~ ONG/79/76(B) 
1
FRERES  des  H~MMES 
·  BELGIQUE 
'  •  I. 
Construction of a  culvert, 
Upper Volta 
Total cost  :  Bfrs.  3 787  785 
I
ONG/80/76(8)  Equipment  for  a  hcsp~tal 
FRERES  des  HOMMES  Upper Volta 
BELGIQUE  Tota!_?~~t_:  ~~~~~ 6t.o  ooo 
1.889.029 
(  37.780 
320.000 
(  6.400 
FB. 
FB. 
.  ) 
) 




Project  not  accepted 
after appraisal 
Project not  accepted 
after appraisal 
i--~--------~-------~-----------------4----------------~-------------~~--- i  ,.-
ig~~~~1/76CUK)  Programme  for the  reconstruction of 
housing following the earthquake 
·Guatemala 
Total  ccst  :  £  285  714 
(.  41.677 
(100.000 
.... _____ -------···-...  ·. _____  ...  ··--·---·  -· 
-)  100.000 
First instalment  of 
4o  o·oo  u.a.  paid 
..... 
.  i 
' 











\...1.  v 
SUMMARY  OF  NGO  PROJECTS 
~~  1  I  n  .... __ .J. .... .:"l... ••  J..:._  - __ ..... J.._..l. 
vUlH.l J.uuv.Lvu  .L<:::I.J.U<::<>~"'"- . j  Contribution committee 
..  Proje.ct no.  and  NGQ  Brief description of the project 
)NG/82/76([)) 




Equipment  for  adult  education in  a 
specific area (audio-visual  equipment, 
etc.) 
Tanzania 
Total  cost  :  DM  142  ooo 
in_ u.a.  b--in  u.a. 
71.000  DM.  19-398,91 
< 19.39'8,91  ') 




Contract  forwarded to NOO 
-. 
·--~·:;:~:~::::.~·~. ~:·..  ..  t,: .. :  :·<~. ·.,_  ..  ~.-,  .·-.·. .  . '  __ ·,·--, ::';:  ..  :~  .. - r  1  •  ·• •"'  I  1 -- m 
~Sm'B~;;~~"~~.  ll~~~~~~.  or.;.n~;  .·ilo .or 
lOQr  le  DEVELOPPEMENl To-tal· r;ost  :  FF  5  546 ooo 
...  _  .~:·  i- ,  . _  FR~NC£~;-."·':··t:<. ;.: .. <_.  ::". . ..  :  .  _:· ; 
»fG/84176(U() 
l  A  R  f 
·.  )NG/85/76<IT> 
:. iRUPPO  ABELE;  .....  _·_ 
ONG/86/7  6 ( 0) 
l  C A 
; istablishinent  o"f ·a:  clinic, 
1 Kenya 
. Total  .jost  :  f._  141  382 
•  ""1' .......... 
- -.~-..~..-
Construction .of a  children's home  a:.'ld 
''or "a" vocational training centre, 
Vietnam 
'~:oi;§tl__ c~.st  .. : Lit. 124  _oo_o_  .5oo 
Rural  developm~nt projects,- including 
sanitation works,  village electricity 
supply  and  elementaiJ' education, ~ 
Total  cost  :  DM  49o  16o 
.  .,...:.·  ··"l''  . ,.  .  -- ~-- ~  -~  ......  -"~-.. 
.. 











204.200  DM. 




lNG/87/76(0)  t Improvement  of facil
1
: ti.cs  at  a  hospi  ta:'.., 
'(NlRALSTELLE  ~~!'  lin pa:;oticular:  \  111.000  vllf.  I  13.556,56 
SNTW!CKLUNGSHILFE  \-construction o:  sar..itation facilities, I (  30.32~  > 
1 
ALLEMAGNE  --construction of staff accom..11odation, 
r  - purchase  of ecp..<ipment,  Indl a 
_  'I')ta:  cc·-st  :  DM  222  ooo -- 1 
·-:::·.:.-~- -·---""-~;-4~.7- ~ .. ~·------..--..... _..._  ....  ---·~  ---·  .  ~·  ..  ~ ..  ~- ... --~-~-:-:--:.-.:~-.~.·.~=  :··.:..-~-.:_.~  .....  -...::.:;-.:  ~.-~::~~~  ..  ~__:~ -·---' 
• 
Contract  forwarded to 
NGO  ., 
.·;? 
Contract  forwarded  to 
NGO 
Held  over to 1917. 
.....  ~· 
Contract  forwarded  to 
N30 
Contract  forwarded to 







-Nap  ..  ,;_  .... 
~  ~..-· :r  ..  · 





Stn>1MARY  OF  NCO  PROJECTS  ~ 
c·  •  .;..r.'l.,..,.~.--•.•  ,,,,q.r.vu<t<":  ":;"•l:lt~~.-.::o.:.:--------
Project no.  a.."ld  lfG  Brief descriptior! of the project ~  ?ontribution requested'  c_ ontn5Ut1'0n  cOiruntte  - ,  ":':"""'  1n u.a.  :i.n  u.a..  ·  Remarks 
1  • 
ONG/88/76(0) 
ZENTRALS)ELLE  fur 
,ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE 
;  ALLEMAGNEi  . 
~~rchase of a  building for the 
vocational training of persons 
involved in the  running of coopera-
tives,  and  for the  administration of 
the  group of cooperatives,  Thailand 
Total  cost  !  nM  ?R?  oon 
141.000  OM. 
(  38.525 
Held  over to 1977 
) 
I  . - . --- --- - - --- - -- -- -
~---------------t--------------r------------~----------------~~-----------~~-------------
Contract  forwarded to  1  ONG/89/76(0)  Improvement  of the ,equipment  at  a 
ZENTRALSTELLE  fur  vocational training school, 
ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE  Paragu~y 










(ZENTRALSTELLE  fur 
iENTWICKLUNGSHILFE 
ALLEMAGNE 
Improvement  of drinking water supply 
and  development  of irrigated crops 
in 3o  villages,  Senegal 
Total  cost  :  DM  6oo  ooo 
I  .. 
Execution of soil and  water protection 
workst  plus  rural  advisory services, 
Cape  Verde  Islanas 
'I'otal  cost  :  Lit. 126  545  6o9 
,, 
Establishment  of a Community 
ment  Centre,. includj ng  : 
- purchas~ of land 
- construction of the Centre 
-fitting-out of the  Centre 
M.exico 
Total  cost  :  DM  2::>o  ooo 
Develop-
302.500  -DM. 
(  82.650,27 
300.000  0~1. 





100.000  OM. 
(  27 a 322,40  ) 
.  ...  '  - I  \  . 







~ontract forwarded to 
UGO 
Gontract  fo:n1arded  to 
JrGO 
Contract  fon1arded  to 
NGO 
-
---..... . '. .....  ·- ........ ~----·  - ..  -..  ...  ~~- ..  .  .  ·  .• '  _,_ ... __  -- ---- ....... - -··-··  . --=·:  ___  . ,  _____ ............ ......: ..  ,...;::;~:.~,:  ............... _..,;..k.,, ~ .......... ' _____ ., __  ...  ~ .......  .:..: ..... ,;,,,._,,._ •  .,_,~  ,_~_._.,.,:_ ...... 
Project no.  and  NGO 
ONG/93/76(IRL) 
CONCERN 
Brief description of the project 
Construction of accommodation  for 
homeless  people,  ~ 
Total  cost  :  64  ooo 
·-~~~:;/;l:oNG/94/76(D)  Mechanizati"on. of small  farming 
:-·--.·"":'··· ;+" rJe_t:thungerhilfe  cooperatives,  Ecuador 
::;.:  ..  .., ..  ~  .  .[~J.~!IH)  ·  __  ·.  Total -cost_ :·  DM  So2  ooo 
~-~·- ....  :  :;,.  .- .. 
..  il,:;:  _, 
SUMMARY  OF  NOO  P_ROJECTS 
Coni~~~ion requested  f-~ntribution committed 
lin u.a.  1n u.a. 
L.Stg.  5-ooo  12.ooo 
(  12.ooo  ) 
m.t  366.ooo 




Contract  forwarded to 
-NGC  . 




•I  .  I ..  ····•  ~-·  ---·· -----..  ···-~-----·-----------.. -~---------- ------- ~-----···-·--~----- -·-···  ---~----- . ----------------------- -·---- .  -- ···-----·-···.  --·-
TABLE  III  BREAKDOWN  BY  RECIPIENT.  COUNTRY. 
N°  of  Projects  Ret.  n°  of  Project  Community  contribution 
BANGLADESH  1  ONG/50/76(UK)  80,215  u.a. 
BENIN  1  ONG/23/76(LUX)  14,000  U.a. 
SOLI VIA  2  ONG/12/76<IRU  12,000  u.a. 
ONG/76/76(D)  58,238.53 u.a.  . 
Total  :  70,238.53  U.a. 
BOTSWANA  1  · ONG/54/76( IRU  7,111.14  u.a. 
BRAZIL  2  ONG/27/76( F)  10,802.66 u.a. 
ONG/56/76(IT)  39,360  U.a. 
Total  :  50,162.66 u.a. 
CAMEROON  2  ONG/47/76(F)  27,006.64  U.a. 
ONG/52/76(UK)  14,000  U.a. 
Total  :  41,006.64 u.a. 
I  -
CAPE  VERDE  1  ONG/91/76(IT)  100,000  U.a. 
COLQr.'JBIA  2  ONG/10/76(NL)  6,229  U.a. 
ONG/57/76(NL)  28,066.57  U.a. 
Total  :  34,295.57  U.a. 
COSTA  RICA  1  ONG/26/76(UK)  14,999:88 U.a. 
CYPRUS  1  ONG/67/76(UIO  '  43,  1. 99.65 u.a. 
DOMINICAN  REPUBLIC  2  ONG/  6/76(0)  86,479.78  U.a. 
ONG/36/76(NL)  61,995.58  U.a. 
Total  :  148,475.36  . 
U.a. 
EGYPT  1  ONG/86/76(0)  55,792.35 u.a. 


















GUATEMALA  .. 











MEXICO  .. 
NIGER 
NIGERIA 
2  ONGi13/76(IRL) ..  1,860  U.a. 
.  . 
ONG/71/76( F)·  25,245.81  U.a. 
' 
TotaL  :  27,105.81  U.a. 
'1  ONG/38/ 7\6 ( IRU  4,363.16  U.a. 
.. _ 
2  ONG/26/76(UK)  9,119.93  U.a. 
ONG/81/76(UK).  100,000  U.a. 
Total  :  109,119.93  U.a. 
1  ONG/  8/76(F)  29,707.50  U.a. 
~--~  ..  ... 
3  ONG/26/76(UK)  9,119.93  U.a. 
ONG/74/76(IRL)  47,999.62  U.a. 
ONG/77/76(UK)  25,199.8  U.a. 
Total  :  82,319.35  U.a. 
7  ONG/  4/76(0)  ----·-·--·j 
25,266.39 U.a.  . 
ONG/22/76(UK)  1,536  U.a. 
I  ONG/24/ 76( IT)  43,326.23  U.a. 
. ONG/ 26/76(  UK)  9,119.93  U.a.  I  ONG/30/76(F)  5,761.42  U.a. 
ONG/55/76(IRL)  5,238  u.a. 
ONG/87/76(0)  13,556.56 U.a • 
Total  :  103,805.53 u.a. 
--1  1  ONG/69/76(NL)  20,933.98  U.a. 
1  ONG/60/76(0)  49,122.95  u.a. 
1  ONG/84/76(UK)  100,000  U.a. 
1  ONG/58/76(NL)  24,210.77  U.a. 
3  ONG/29/76( F)  20,705.09 
····--j 
u.a. 
I  ONG/59/76(8)  90,000  U.a. 
ONG/73/76(UK)  100,000  U.a.  I 
I 
Total  :  210,705.09  U.a.  I 
I 
I 
1  ONG/  5/76(0)  .. 
38,299.-18  U.a.  I 
I 
1  ONG/92/76(0)  27,322.4  U.a •  I 
! 
I  ·--·-! 
1 
'  .  ONG/33/76(F)  4,501.11  U.a.  I 
I 
1  ONG/14/76(IRU ·  1,680  -----1 
U.a.  j 
.  . 
00  ~-- 0  0  _ ....  >  --~ ··-- --··A· ... ..............  _..._  ··--:""  0  00  ........  ~.._...~~~---~-~·  ... ·: ,...............  --""!""A'l-"":  ..........  ~----··  ... ·.....--.-...........  -~ .A ....  o  <  O ...  ~r"  ~  0  0  - •  ~-..  ......---.......  - ... ,  '•'1"':""...,--PAKISTAN  2  ONG/15/76CIRU  780  u.a. 
ONG/26/76CUK).  9,119.93  U.a. 
Total  :  9,899.93 u.a. 
PAPUA  NEW  GUINEA  1  ONG/68/76(NL)  11,711.05  u.a. 
PARAGUAY  1  ONG/89/76(0)  82,650.27 u.a. 
PERU  2  ONG/51/76(UK)  9,032.06 u.a. 
ONG/78/76(UK)  21,599.83  U.a. 
I 
Total  :  30,631.89 u.a. 
PHILIPPINES  2  ONG/37/76(NL)  i 
I 
46,577.34 u.a. 
ONG/45/76(0)  I  93,169.4  u.a. 
I  I  Total  :  139,746.74  u.a.  I 
I 
RWANDA  1  ONG/53/76( IT)  32,320  u.a. 
SENEGAL  4  ONG/20/76(F)  45,011.06 u.a. 
ONG/63/76(IT)  13,749.6  u.a. 
ONG/75/76(0)  25,928.96  U.a. 
ONG/90/76(0)  81,967.21  U.a. 
Total . 166,656.83  U. a •  . 
SIERRA  LEONE  2  ONG/39/76<IRU  3,175.2  u.a. 
ONG/61/76(IRL)  2,229.58 u.a. 
Total  :  5,404.78 u.a. 
SWAZiLAND  2  ONG/11/76(IRU  3,600  u.a. 
ONG/17/76(IRL)  5,220  u.a. 
·\  .. . 
I 
.  ·~: 
Total .  8,820  u.a  •  . 
TANZANIA  6  ONG/  1/76(IRL)  14,436  u.a. 
ONG/18/76(IRL) 
I  3,1_92  U.a. 
ONG/44/76(0)  38;797.82  U.a. 
ONG/46/76(0)  19,535.52 u.a. 
ONG/70/76(NL)  18,831.48 U.a • 
ONG/82/76(0) .  . 
19,398.91  . 
U.a. 
Total  :  114,191.73 u.a. 
THAILAND  2  ONG/  2/76(0)  34,626.23 u.a. 
ONGI  3/76(0)  43,744  u.a. 
i 
Total  :  78,370.23 u.a. ~  . 
'  l 
J  ' .  .  ,. 
( 
.:;; 
··l  .  , 
'  ' 
•  •J 
' 
·  ..  i 








TUNIS+A  .  1 
UPPER  VOLT A .  2 
VENEZUELA  1 
VIETNAM .  2 
.YEMEN  ARAB  REPUBLIC  2 
ZAIRE  1 
ZAMBIA  1 
TABLE  IIIb . -
Afr.i ca 
Asia 
Central  and 
Latin America 
~-· 
..  ,  .. 
.... 
ONG/66/76(8)  8,200  u.a . 
ONG/  9/76(8)  15,000  U.a. 
ONG/35/76(F)  10,802.66  U.a. 
Total  :  · 25,802.66  U.a. 
ONG/72/76(8)  25,000  u.a ..  ·  · 
ONG/43/76(F)  90,022.13 u.a  •. 
ONG/83/76(f)  100,000 
.. 
U.a. 
Total  :  190,022.13  U.a. 
ONG/19/76( IRU  . 18,216  U.a. 
ONG/93/76(1RL)  12,000  U.a.  I 
! 
Total  :  30,216 
u. ~-: __ -·--·-· .. ...I 
I 
ONG/49/76(B)  30,000  u.a.  l 
j 
ONG/25/76(1RL)  2,930. 31  u.a ..  i  --·-
BREAKDOWN  BY  CONTINENT 
1.145.740  U.a. 
634.704  u.a. 
719.~57  u.a;. 
.  '  .· 
...... ~---------------~--p-------·- .. ----·-······----------------- -·------¥-------·--··----·-·· ------- ------- ·-----··---- -~  ·-- .. 
TABLE  IV  i. 
Classification of projects approved  in 1976 
No.  of  Amount  in  '/o  projects  u.a. 
I.  Economic  Development 
1.  Agriculture  and  Fisheries.  9  . )21,253.20  12.85 
2.  Small  enterprises and  Co~~erce  8  242,026.?.2  9.68 
3.  Infrastructure( irrigation etc.}·  11  436,728.92  17.47 
.·, 
II. Social Development  . · 
4.  Education  and  Training  22  566,758•43  2?.67 
5·  Health  10  267' 026.70  . 10.68 
6. ·Habitat,  community  centres,  creches etc.  8  345,670.07  13.83 
III.  Integrated Rural  Development  8  320,537.23  12.82 
-
Total  76  ~. 500,000  100. 
' . 
.  ~ . •  J 
:..,·· 




'  • 
.... · 
TAB  L  E 
Breakdowr~ bY  NGO  of projeCts 
approved· in 1976 
. ..... 




N C 0  Ref.no.  of 
Project 
Bureau d'Etude pour  ONG/49/76  (B) 
un  Developpement 
Harmonise 
av.  Jeanne  44 
lo5o Brwcelles 
Sub-total 
Centre  Aide  au Deve- ONG/9/76  (B) 
loppement' dans  la  '·  . 
Liberte et  le  Progres  ' 
rue de  Naples  39 
lo5o.Brwcelles 
Sub-total 
I  Freres des  Hommes  ONG/48/76  (B)  I  Place de  Londrea  6 
Bte.  6 
lo5o  Bruxelles  '  ·, 
Sub-total 
International  a  ONG/66/76  (B)  Bouworde  ( IBO)  • 
Naamsest eenweg  57 J  ONG/72/76  (B)  3o3o  Heverlee 
Sub-total . 
Les'Iles de  Paix  ONG/59/76  (B) 
. rue du  Marche  35 












~  ' 
. 
Comnruni ty 
Con~;ri  but  ion 
u.a. 
30,000 





7507000  FB 
14,733~88 
: 
14,733,88  u.a.!j 
736,694 FB  I 
8,200 
25,000 




4, 500,000 FB 






'  I 
.  ~ 
. ; 
.  _. 
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·t 
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R t.  P U B L I  C  0 F 
w  "444=-·~z 
gERMANY 
N a o  Ref .no.  of  Recipient  Co111nnmi ty 
Project  Countx·y  Cont.ri 'but ion · 
r-~--~--------~----------·~------------~~----------~~----~~--~ 
Deutsche Welthungexhilfe 
Adenauerallee .. 49  !  ·. 





















~ub-Total  286,654.11  u.a. 
!  r---~------~-----\----------~-------------+-------------+~l~,o~4~9~ 1 ~1~54~-~o~4--DM  __ 1 
Evan?elische  Zentrals\;~lle fiir 
Entw1cklungshilfe  Aq11nagne 
MittelstraBe  37  ·  \ 






Institute of CUltural  Afrl'r.rs 
WrangelstraBe  83 
I 










hllfe  ·. 
Mozart straBe 19 




















~- .  !  :  ...• 
·.• 
-. 
t---~  .. 
27,32~-~o u.a. 
99,999.98  DM 
55,792.35 
55,792.35 u.a. 




75,05i. 91  u.a 

















349,o75.69  u.<. 
l 1 277~617.o3 DM 
--·~=========!:======~=======~==:  =.~:=t  ··,  TOTAL  7931896.42  u.<  · 
2,9o5,661  DM 










'  ' 
i 
( 
i  •/. 
l ... ___ --:"''' ... --·--·-···-· -···--·-·--·  .. -· ·--·  .. ·----·~  ... - .....  -··-···  .. -······-······-- - .. ------... ~---- ........ - ..  -·-·  .. _  ..... 
I  .N  G 0.  Ref .no.  of  Reci~ie,nt  Comrounity 
~· 
Project  l~oWJ.try  Con~:ri  bution 
- --· 
u.u. 
Centre  Fran9ais de  Protection  ONG/2o/76(F)  Senegal  45,oll~o6 
l 
I I  ·~ 
I 
de  l'Enfance  I 
97  Bd.  Berthier 
F- 75ol7  Paris  l .. 




Centre  International de  Developpe- ONG/71/76(F)  Ethiopia  25,245.81 
I 
.ment  et  de  Recherche 
B.P.l  Au.treches  - _j  F-6o35o  Cuise-la-Motte  -
L 
Sub-Total  25,245.81  u.. <) 
l4o,22o.o25  FF 
~ 
l  ONG/83/76(F) 
I 
Comite.Catholique contra la Faim  Vietnam  loo,ooo 
. at.  pour  le Developpement  (CCFD)  .. 
_  47,  quai  des Grands  Augustine 
l 
· F-75oo6  Paris 
) 
: 
Sub-Total  I  loo,ooo 
! 
555,419 n:' 
Comite  F'ran9ai~ de  la Campagne  ONG/27/76(F)  Brazil  lo,8o2.65 
Mondiale  <:ontre  la Faim  ONG/29/76{F)  Mali  2o.,.7o5.o9 
rue Cambronne  42 
I 
F-75ol5  Paris  ONG/3o/76(F)  India  5, 761.42 
ONG/33/76(F)  Niger  4?5ol.ll 
ONG/35/76(F)  Upper  Volta  lo18o2.66 
Sub-Total  52,572.9ou.a 
291,999.86 FF 
Fondation  Delt~ 1  ONG/43/76(F)  Vietnam  9o~o22.13 
8  rue de  Richelieu  ON0/47/76{F)  Cameroon  27,oo6.64 
F-75ool Paris 
Su~Tota1  ~  117 1o28.77  u..  ~. 
'  . 65o 7ooo.o2  FF 
!  Secours Catholique  ONG/8/76(F)  Haiti  29,7o7.3o  . 
!  lo6  rue  du  Bac  .. 
F-75341  Paris  Sub-Total  29 77o7.3o  u . a. 
..  1641999·98  FF 
.. 
TarAt  369,563.88 u  a. 
2,o52,623  FF 
......  -~,~-.. -· ..  -----··  ·~·  .·-- ~·  -·-·- -...................  -·-· I  R E L A N D 
N G  0  Ref.no.  of 
Project 
•  I,' 
.  , 
CONCERN  ..  ONG/l/76(IRL) 
1.  Upper  (iamden  St  ~- ONG/25/76(IRL)  Dublin  2 ·  .. 
ONG/38/76(IRL) 
..  ONG/39/76(IRL)  \,',. 
" 
'  . 
ONG/54/76(IRL)  .. 
-' 




GORTA.  ONG/13/76(IRL) 
Aston  House  .  '  ONG/l4/76(IRL)  Aston  Place 
Dublin  2  ONG/15/76(IRL) 
I 
ONG/17/76( IRL) 
I  ONG/18/76(IRL) 
'  ONG/19/76(IRL)  --
Su~Total· 
,. 
TROCAIRE  ONG/ll/76(IRL) 
169  BooterstC)wri  Av.- ONG/12/76(IRL)  Blckrock 
Co.  Dublin 
.  -
'·  ONG/74/76(IRLJ  . 
Sub-Total 
TOTAL 
, ..  .. 
•  •  I~ '  '  :-























..  ' 




u.a  • 
14,436 














18,216  i 





63,599.62  u.  . 
26,5oo.o5  t:..Stg 
- 146,o3l.o8 u.  . 















..  ::- ·,  .···  I 
i 
i  . 'J  •.  - - --- ••.• --- ····-·- -·-· -- ····-- ·-·~· ..  - ···- ------ . 
IT A L Y 
.  N G 0  Ref.no.  of  Reci.pi~nt  COIIIlt.'Uni ty 
Project  <)ountry  Con1:ti but ion  -- u.a. 
I 
Associazione degli  Amici  dello  ONG/56/76{IT)  Brazil  39,36o 
Stato Breziliano Espirito Santo 
(AES) 
I  Via Cavour  13 
I-35loo  Padova 
Sub-Total  39 r.36o  u. a. 
24,6oo,ooo Lit. 
Lay·  Volunteers. International  ONG/63/76(IT)  Senegal  13,749.6o 
Commt~ity (LVI· A) 
Via Stoppani  31 
I-12loo Cuneo 
..  .. 
Sub-Total  13, 7  49. 6o · u.  c:  • 





Movimento  Sviluppo  e  Pace  ONG/24/76(IT)  India  43,376.13 
Via  Magenta  12  ONG/53/76(IT.)  Rwanda  · 32, 32o 
I-lol28 Torino  I 
i 
ONG/91/76(IT)  Cape  Verde  loo1ooo 
Sub-Total  175,646.23 u.  . 
lo9,778,893-75 L t 
I 
!  ' 
228,755-83 u.  fa·  ..  . 
TOTAL  142,972,39~75 Lj t. NGO 
. ..  .  . 
Action Formation. 
de  Cadres 
23,  Av.· Gaston 
Did  erich 
Luxembour~ville 
~:":'!""·-:.' .... ·:.:v::-. 
·--,-.···-.···-~---~-·------~~··.-- ---,-- ... - ..  --~······· -·:y:--·- .. 





Ref~  no.;  ·of Proj  eet.  Recipie~t· Country  : Community 





..  ,· ..  -




Contribution u.a  • 
14,ooo 
.. 
Total  14,ooo  u.a;. 
: 700,000  F.Lux:. 
,·_·. 
<  . 
I 
·~  -~-.. 
?·. NETHERLANDS 
l
.-------N-C:~-0----------...,...-R-ef--.n-o-.-o-f--~-.---.-n-e-cl.-.  p_i_e_n_t-.-...--C-omm_un_i_t_y....__., 
.  Project  Country  Contribution 
·- u.a. 
Centrale voor  Bemiddeling bij  ONG/36/76  (NL)  Dominican  61 7995.58 · 
Medefinanciering van  Ontwikkelings  Republic 
prograauna' s  (  CEBEMO)  ONG/37/76  ( NL)  Ph. 1  .  Van  Alkemadelaan 1 
1  ipp1nes 
Den  Haag  ONG/68/76  (NL)  Papua  - New 
C:uinea 
Sub-Total 
Interkerkelijke  Coo~dinatie 





Nederlandse  Organisatie voor 
Internationale Ontwikkelings-
samenwerking  (NOVIB) 
Van  Bankenburgstr.  6 
Den  Haag 
Sub-Total 
TOTAL 
.QNG/69/76  (NL)  Indonesia 
ONG/?o/76  {NL  Tanzania 
ONG/58/76  (NL  Malawi 
ONG/lo/76(NL)  Colombia 
ONG/57/76(NL)  Colombia 
46,577.34 
n,  71Lo5 
2<>,933.98 
18,831.48 
16o, o49. 43  u. a 
579,378.93  FL 
24,2lo.77 
24, 2lo. 77  u. a 
87,642.98  FL 
6,229 
28,o66.52 
34,295. 52  u.l .. 
124,149.78  FL 
2181555.77  u •• 
791, 111·  1  o  FL 
L---o-~------·-·  .. ~------·-~-·.,...----a..-----··-----s-------1-~----..l 




U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M-
N .GO 
African Medical  and Research 
Foundation  (AMRF)  · .· 
27  Dover st. 
London 
·Sub-Total 
Catholic  Fund  for  Overseas 
Development  (CAFOD) 
21A  Soho  Sq. 
London  WIV  6NR • 
Sub-Total 
Christian Aid 
P.o;  Box no  r. 
London  SW9 · 8BH. 
Sub-Total 
Family Planning Association of 
Great  Britain  • · 
Margaret  Pyke  House 
:  27~35 Mortimer  St. 
London  WIA  4QW 
Sub-Total 
Help the  Aged 
8  Denman  st. 
London  WIA  2AP 
Sub-Total 
'  ~ . '  .  . ... 
.  :.  .:' 






•ONG/51/76(UK)  Peru 











.-------- --------__  4 __  _ -- ------ -------·----
-community 
Contribution 
- u.a,  loo,ooo 
·--~------------~ 
.loo,ooo u.a. 
l:r.Stg.  41,667 
9,o32.o6 
~4 1 ooo 
23,o32. o6  u •• 




51,479.60  \,1--a. 
I 
J:,.Stg.  21 145o 
1,536 
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.  ·.: /'  .. 
L~ITED KINGDOM,  Continued 
~~-~~----------------------~---·----------~------------~------------~ 
N  G  0  · 
Jospice  International, 
Ince  Road 
Thornton 
Liverpooi  23 
!OXFAl\1 
.274  Banbury  Road 
Oxford  OX2  7D2 
Sub-Total 
Sub-Total 




















t:r.Stg.  l9,5oo 
8o,215 
· loo. ooo 
223,.414.65  u.E. 
t,.Stg.  93 1 o9o.l8~. 
,  546,261.94  \,.a 
----~~------T_m_A_L---~------~~--~~~-~-·---·~~~~~-·-·~m,~j 
......... '.  . ..  -~.  ··~...- ---- ._  ..  ·~-~- -. 